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Evidence for correlated double layers, bipolar structures,
and very-low-frequency saucer generation in the auroral ionosphere a…
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Recent observations by the Fast Auroral SnapshoT satellite have provided high-time-resolution
measurements of three interrelated phenomena in the downward current region of the auroral
ionosphere: Intense parallel electric fields~double layers! localized to tens of Debye lengths; drifting
localized bipolar field structures interpreted in terms of electron phase-space holes; and intense
quasi-electrostatic whistler emissions~very-low-frequency saucers! originating on the same field
lines as the bipolar structures. Numerical simulations and theoretical modeling suggest how these
observations may be related. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1455004#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A unified picture linking several different nonlinea
wave structures and particle phenomena in the downw
current region of the auroral ionosphere is now beginning
emerge. Our understanding of this region has been gre
aided by the high-time-resolution capabilities of the FAS
~Fast Auroral SnapshoT! satellite1 coupled with theoretica
and numerical modeling efforts. The downward current
gion is characterized by electrons drifting primarily an
Earthward, and is thus not associated with the visible au
rae.

In this paper, we consider the interconnection betwe
three types of FAST satellite observations in the downw
current region: Localized unipolar parallel electric fields,
polar parallel electric field pulses, and a class of wave em
sions known as ‘‘VLF~very-low-frequency! saucers.’’ Each
of these observational phenomena can be associated w
basic plasma structure or wave mode, with the strong par
fields interpreted as electrostatic double layers, the bip
pulses as the signatures of propagating electron phase-s
holes, and the VLF saucers as lower-hybrid and electros
whistler waves propagating away from a localized sou
region.

Bipolar pulses inEi ~also referred to as solitary struc
tures! are frequently observed by FAST in the downwa
current region,2,3 and have also been observed in a numbe
other near-Earth space environments.4–6 An example of a
sequence of such pulses3 is reproduced here in Fig. 1. Thes
bipolar fields have been interpreted as the signature of e
tron phase-space holes moving past the observing sat
parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field. In a one-dimensio
~1D! plasma, auroral electron phase-space holes have
modeled7 as stable Bernstein–Green–Kruskal~BGK! states,8

with a unipolar potential structure that gives rise to trapp

a!Paper CI2 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.46, 52 ~2001!.
b!Invited speaker.
2331070-664X/2002/9(5)/2337/7/$19.00
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electron orbits. It is the relatively low phase-space density
the lowest-energy trapped orbits that characterizes the ob
as a ‘‘hole.’’ Nevertheless, there is still much to be und
stood about the dynamics of holes and their interactions
1D plasma. A generalization to higher dimensions in a m
netized plasma introduces new behaviors, as discussed b
in Sec. III. Electron holes are produced by the saturation
the electron two-stream instability via trapping. Thus, t
generation of electron beams is believed to play a key rol
the production of phase-space holes in the auroral plasm

Electrostatic double layers9,10 are characterized by a lo
calized unipolar electric field, and thus are ideal candida
for the generation of electron beams that can produce h
via the two-stream instability, as has been demonstrated
previous numerical simulations.11 The first high-time-
resolution measurement of a strong unipolar parallel elec
field in the downward current region—interpretable as
signature of a double layer—was recently reported.12 What
makes this observation particularly interesting is the ex
tence of a region of intense VLF turbulence on the hi
potential side~i.e., the side toward which electrons are acc
erated!. This turbulence region, which was interpreted
consisting of electron holes, is separated by a gap from
double layer field. New 1D Vlasov simulations13 were able
to reproduce many of the features of the observed fields
distributions. These simulation results are reviewed below
Sec. II. A second similar event has recently been measu
by FAST14 in which the VLF turbulence was temporally re
solved, thus verifying that it consisted of bipolar fields i
dicative of the presence of electron holes.

The final class of observations in the downward curr
region discussed in this paper are VLF saucers,15–17 which
are characterized by ‘‘V’’ or ‘‘U’’ shaped dynamic frequenc
spectra as illustrated in Fig. 2. The standard interpretation
VLF saucers is that they are lower-hybrid~LH! and electro-
static whistler waves propagating away from a localiz
source region. The schematic in the lower half of Fig.
provides a simple explanation for the characteristic sau
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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shape in the absence of nonidealities such as propag
effects and source motion. The approximate fluid dispers
relation for the LH-whistler branch is

v25vLH
2 1ve

2 cos2 u, ~1!

where u is the angle between the wave vectork and B0 .
Since the wave group velocityvg is perpendicular tok, the
minimum frequency~vLH , which is near the ion plasma fre
quency! is observed when the satellite is directly above
source region, with the frequency increasing at earlier
later times. The relative location of the source can then
inferred from the shape of the saucer, as explained usin
more general model in Ref. 18. High-time-resolution obs
vations of the intense wave activity near the vertices of s
cers have been shown18 to frequently consist of trains o
bipolar pulses. Thus, electron holes appear to be assoc
with the same magnetic field lines as the saucer source
gions.

In Sec. III, we discuss the relationship between elec
static whistlers and electron phase-space holes, as infe
from past two-dimensional~2D! periodic two-stream
simulations19,20and theoretical analysis.21,22Analysis of sau-
cer spectra17 indicates that the source thickness parallel toB0

is of order 10 km or less. Thus if the saucers are compose

FIG. 1. Example of bipolar electric field pulses inEi from Ref. 3.

FIG. 2. Top: Example of a VLF saucer as observed by FAST satel
Bottom: Schematic representation of satellite trajectory relative to the sa
source region.
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whistlers generated via interactions with electron holes,
inferred source thickness places constraints on the coup
model, which is discussed in Sec. III D.

The balance of this paper is structured as follows:
Sec. II, we review and expand upon the results of new
Vlasov simulations13 that describe the growth of an electro
static double layer in an initially field-free plasma at the s
of a relatively weak density perturbation. Emphasis is plac
upon the interrelation between the double layer and the e
tron holes generated as a result of interactions of the elec
beam accelerated by the double-layer field with backgro
electrons. In Sec. III, the generation of electrostatic whistl
via an instability involving phase-space ‘‘tubes’’~i.e., a gen-
eralization of phase-space holes in a 2D magneti
plasma!21 is considered as a source mechanism for VLF s
cers. Section IV contains concluding remarks.

II. COUPLED EVOLUTION OF DOUBLE LAYERS
AND ELECTRON HOLES

In this paper, we do not address issues relating to
origins of auroral currentsper se, but instead consider the
development of localized plasma structures that are dri
by currents that are assumed to be preexisting. In this
tion, we discuss the results of 1D open-boundary Vlas
simulations that follow the evolution of an initially field-fre
current-carrying plasma in which an initial perturbation
the form of a charge-neutral density depression is introduc
Details of the simulation are presented elsewhere,13 and only
the key features are summarized here.

The simulation domain is initially filled with Maxwell-
ian electrons drifting to the right with velocityue nominally
equal to the electron thermal velocityve , and Maxwellian
ions drifting to the left at a nominal velocityui52v i , where
v i5ve(Time /Temi)

1/2, Ti /Te51, andmi /me5400. A broad
~half-width of 160le! charge-neutral density depression
maximum depth 12.5% is placed in the center of the sim
lation domain to seed the subsequent evolution~the initial
distributions, if homogeneous, would be stable to electro
ion drift instabilities!. The initial distributions do satisfy the
Langmuir and Bohm criteria of classical double-lay
theory.9 The drift velocitiesue andui are adjusted inside the
density depression to keep the electron and ion currents
dependently uniform~i.e., Ja5naua are independent ofx!.
Related simulations23 in which ua is kept uniform instead
result in the initial generation of transient Langmuir wave
The simulations discussed here were repeated in a la
simulation box and with a weaker initial density perturb
tion. The stages of evolution remained relatively unchang
~although there was a significantly longer ‘‘startup’’ period
the latter case! suggesting that the results described here
not significantly biased by limited box size or choice of in
tial perturbation.

The early stages of evolution follow the course conje
tured by Carlqvist:24 Electrons drifting into the region o
lower density on the left side of the initial depression pr
duce anegativespace-charge layer. Meanwhile, on the rig
side of the initial depression, a lower-density population
electrons displaces a higher density population and produ

.
er
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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a positive space-charge layer. The resulting small cha
separation is that of an incipient double layer, with an el
tric field pointing toward the left and thus capable of furth
accelerating electrons in the direction they were origina
drifting. ~At these early times, motion of the heavier ions
relatively unimportant.!

Figure 3 shows the evolved distributions and fields
time vet52500, which is well into the nonlinear phase
evolution. Electron holes are clearly visible in electr
phase-space~a! as are their field signatures: Unipolar pote
tial pulses~c! and bipolar electric field pulses~d!. The mean
potential is clearly much higher in the right side of the b
than in the left, but the electric field in the transition regi
~x/le between 300 and 350! is quite turbulent. Since there i
no isolated monotonically increasing potential ramp, we
fer to this structure as a ‘‘turbulent double layer.’’ A prelim
nary analysis of related simulation runs23 suggests that this
turbulence may be due to electron–ion~kinetic Buneman!
instabilities. This hypothesis is supported by the pertur
tions to the ion distribution~b!, which has experienced
leftward acceleration by the same fields that accelerate e
trons to the right. The ion density has also deepened sig
cantly in the center of the box relative to the initial pertu
bation ~e!, which is another characteristic of double-lay
formation.

It is important to emphasize that the electron holes
not merely a byproduct of double layer formation. Inste
they appear to play an important role in the evolution of
double layer itself. This feedback mechanism whereby
holes influence the double layer is a consequence of the h
ing of the embedding plasma through the saturation of
two-stream instability—a process that involves the prod
tion of holes via trapping. Because of the importance of el
tron heating on the high-potential side, the simulation e
ploys ‘‘adaptive’’ boundary conditions on the distributio

FIG. 3. Simulation distributions and fields atvet52500. ~a! Electron dis-
tribution function; ~b! ion distribution function;~c! electrostatic potential;
~d! electric field; ~e! ion density profile, with dashed curve indicating th
initial density depression.
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functions.13 Thus, the distribution of leftward-moving elec
trons at the right boundary is adjusted at each time ste
reflect the heating of the plasma.

By time vet54000, a strong, well-defined~laminar!
double layer has developed, as seen in Fig. 4. The pote
ramp~c! and unipolar electric field~d! of the double layer are
clearly visible at positionx/le'280. The gray curve in
frame~d! is the DC parallel electric field measurement fro
FAST.12 Values of the simulation parametersle5562.5 m
and neTe555.3 eV cm23 were chosen to obtain optima
agreement between the simulation electric field and the d
The density depression has also deepened further~e! with a
minimum density of only 25% of the original backgroun
density.

An overview of the plasma evolution can be seen in F
5, which is a time history of the electric field over the dur
tion of the simulation run. Following an initial linear growt
phase (vet&500), a near continuous series of electron ho
can be seen moving rightward across the right half of

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except at later timevet54000. The gray curve in
frame ~d! is the DC electric field observed by FAST~Ref. 12! after scaling
as described in the text.

FIG. 5. Time history of the electric field in the interior of the simulatio
domain.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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2340 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 5, May 2002 Newman, Goldman, and Ergun
simulation domain. These holes continue to be genera
even when the acceleration region is very turbulent~e.g.,
2500&vet&3500! as in Fig. 3. Slower leftward-moving
structures also appear to originate from the turbulent reg
and can be interpreted as the result of an electron–ion~ki-
netic Buneman! instability.23 The laminar double layer o
Fig. 4 appears as the narrow dark region nearx/le5300,
which lasts fromvet'3500 tovet'4500. This period ter-
minates with a strong disruption caused by a large elec
hole that forms on the low-potential side of the double lay
Similar but weaker disruptions can be seen earlier in the
A preliminary analysis suggests that these holes also o
nate via an electron–ion instability.23

The issue of double-layer disruption is an important o
in need of further study. The double layers measured
FAST are observable due to the motion of the double la
relative to the satellite, which is dominated by the drift of t
double layer in the ion frame at approximately the ion sou
speed.12 If double layers can be disrupted too easily, t
probability of observing one becomes very small. Thus
goal of future simulations will be to determine how doub
layer lifetimes depend on details of the initial distributio
functions and other characteristics of the plasma.

III. INSTABILITY OF PHASE-SPACE HOLES
AND WHISTLER GENERATION

The Vlasov simulations of double-layer formation a
electron hole generation discussed above are 1D and, th
fore, unable to address the relation of these structures to
saucers, which are signatures of obliquely propagating
and electrostatic whistler waves. However, previous perio
2D particle-in-cell ~PIC! simulations initialized with spa-
tially uniform counterstreaming electron populations in
strong magnetic field (Ve.ve)

19,20showed that electrostati
whistler generation is a byproduct of the nonlinear stage
the 2D two-stream instability. In this section, we will revie
conclusions drawn from these simulations and a prelimin
theory21,22 for the process producing electrostatic whist
waves. We will then present recent refinements to this the
and suggest how this process may provide a source me
nism for VLF saucer generation.

A. Nonlinear saturation of the two-stream instability
in a magnetized plasma

Counterstreaming electron populations saturate via t
ping in 1D, with the saturated state consisting of an ensem
of electron phase-space holes. Holes moving at different
locities may interact with one-another by merging, even
ally resulting in fewer well-separated holes. In the absenc
dynamical ions, isolated electron holes in 1D are essenti
stable phase-space structures. However, early unmagne
2D and 3D simulations25 showed that in higher dimension
electron phase-space holes will rapidly dissipate—a con
sion that also follows for sufficiently weak magnetic fields26

Our past 2D simulations of two-stream evolution19,20

show that the situation is actually more complex for stron
magnetic fields withVe.ve . During the linear phase of th
two stream instability, the turbulence is highly incoherent
Downloaded 03 Oct 2005 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the direction perpendicular toB. However, as the wave
grow and electron holes form via trapping, the holes tend
‘‘line up’’ across B, resulting in an ensemble of ‘‘tubes’’ in
x–vx–y phase space. These tubes undergo mergings m
as simple holes do in 1D. Eventually though~after several
hundredve

21!, the tubes begin to develop kinks simultaneo
with the appearance of electrostatic waves propagating
most perpendicular toB and satisfying the electrostatic whis
tler dispersion relation of Eq.~1!. As the whistlers grow, the
kinks become larger and eventually result in the breakup
the tubes into short segments of comparable size parallel
perpendicular toB.

The tube-whistler interaction and eventual breakup
phase space tubes is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows f
stages in the evolution of an ensemble of initially straig
phase-space tubes as they interact with a monochrom
whistler. The isosurfaces of the electron distribution functi
in x–vx–y phase space shown in Fig. 6 are from a 2D ma
netized Vlasov simulation~the simulation method is de
scribed in Ref. 21!. The simulation was initialized with a
series of straight tubes formed by uniformally extendi
acrossB an ensemble of stable holes from a 1D two-stre
simulation. This same process was previously used in
simulations.20 However, because of the low noise in Vlaso
simulations, we were able to seed the subsequent 2D ev
tion with a small-amplitude single whistler mode at the fu
damental diagonal wavelength of the simulation domain~i.e.,
at the first nonzero mode in bothkx andky!. The cylindrical
tubes, which are trapped-orbit isosurfaces, are still ess
tially straight at timevet5300p following turn-on of the
whistler. By timevet5500p, the whistler is clearly visible
as a weakly shaded diagonal stripe in the isosurface ‘‘she
of the passing-electron distribution~underneath the trapped
orbit tubes!. The tubes are noticeably kinked at this tim
with the displacement parallel to thex axis in phase with the
whistler. Up to this point the growth of both the whistle

FIG. 6. Isosurfaces in (x,vx ,y) space off e at four times~increasing up-
ward! during the evolution of an ensemble of phase-space tubes follow
the introduction of a monochromatic whistler. The surface correspondin
passing orbits withvx.0 has been removed to aid visualization.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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amplitude and kink displacement have been linear, with
phase of the kinks remaining locked to the phase of the w
tler, which crosses the simulation box at its linear phase
locity. The final two times show the highly nonlinear pha
of evolution where the tubes have become mostly broken
in the y direction, leaving a number of small spheroidal s
faces that enclose regions of low phase-space density.

The aspect ratio of the simulation domain in Fig. 6
critical to the evolution of the initially straight tubes. W
made a number of such runs that were identical in all
spects except for the lengthLy of the box perpendicular toB.
The valueLy580le0 yielded the fastest growth rate, an
values significantly different from this yielded no growth
all. The parameterLy controls the linear frequency of th
whistler

vw /ve5kx /~kx
21ky

2!1/25Ly /~Ly
21Lx

2!1/2, ~2!

which suggested that the instability might be due to a re
nance between the whistler and some property of the ph
space tubes—specifically, the kinking of the tube—as is d
cussed next.

B. Vibrations of phase-space tubes

The dynamics of a kinked phase-space tube was inve
gated numerically by initializing a 2D magnetized Vlas
simulation with a single tube in which a sinusoidal kink w
imposed att50. This was accomplished by setting the initi
distribution function to be

f e~x,vx ,y!5 f 0~x2j~y!,vx!, ~3!

where f 0(x,vx) is the distribution for an electron hole in
1D plasma and the displacementj(y) takes the form

j~y!5Re@j0 exp~ ikyy!#. ~4!

For a given tube cross section~as determined byf 0!, the
initially kinked tube was found to ‘‘vibrate’’ with a frequenc
vv that depended on the kink wave numberky . For suffi-
ciently small values ofky these vibrations were essential
undamped, but both the frequency and damping rate
creased with increasingky .

In the single-tube simulations just discussed, the para
length Lx of the simulation box was chosen so that the
were no whistler modes withvw nearvv , thus eliminating
possible resonant tube-whistler interactions. However, w
Lx was increased untilvw from Eq. ~2! equaledvv , simu-
lations initialized with a kinked tube exhibited tube vibr
tions of increasing amplitude together with the production
whistlers along the box diagonal, in support of the tub
whistler resonance hypothesis.

A theory for tube vibrations was developed for the sp
cific case where the 1D distributionf 0(x,vx) took the form
of a BGK waterbag electron hole.21 This theory is based on
the fact that a perturbing electric field resulting from t
kinking of the tube acts on the trapped electrons~after effec-
tively averaging over the trapping or bounce period! to pro-
duce a ‘‘restoring force’’ that causes the tube to vibrate lik
string under tension. This theory yields good quantitat
Downloaded 03 Oct 2005 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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agreement with single-tube Vlasov simulations over a ra
of hole sizes and values ofky , as does a simpler analysis,22

with one free fitting parameter.

C. Tube–whistler interactions

The simulations discussed in Sec. III A indicated there
a resonant coupling between tube vibrations and electros
whistlers. A preliminary theory21 suggested that tube vibra
tions could be induced by the whistler electric field at t
position of the tube and whistlers in turn could be driven
the perturbed electric field associated with a kinked tube. T
first assertion does account for the dominant influence
whistlers on tube dynamics as embodied in the relation

~v22vv
2!j5Exw~xt!, ~5!

where v is the frequency of the whistler@nominally
vw(kx ,ky)#, andExw(xt) is the whistler electric field evalu
ated at the mean location of the center of the tube. Fur
analysis however reveals that the driving of whistlers by tu
vibrations is more complex than previously thought. A
though a rigorous treatment is beyond the scope of this
per, we will present the main elements of the derivation he

The electron fluid equations for whistler oscillations in
strongly magnetized plasma with external driving can
written as

] tnw52]xuw2]xutw , ~6a!

] tuw52Exw1Ftw , ~6b!

nw5¹2fw , Exw52]xfw , ~6c!

wherenw , uw , fw , andExw are the fluid density, velocity
potential, and self-consistent electric field of the whistl
andutw andFtw represent the influence of the vibrating tub
on the whistler. The driving term in the momentum equati
Ftw needs to incorporate both electric field and pressure
dient terms associated with the vibrating tube. Inclusion
the pressure terms effectively cancels the electric field c
tribution. Thus, the whistlers cannot arise as a result
electric-field driving, as previously claimed. Instead t
dominant driving effect enters via the continuity equation
means of the coupling termutw . The origin of utw can be
seen in Fig. 7, which shows how electron phase space in
vicinity of a tube evolves over a single tube vibration perio
The key feature to notice here is that whereas the centroi
the trapped orbit (j,j̇) executes an elliptical trajectory in
phase space, the passing orbits shift horizontally, but not
tically. As a result, whenj50 andj̇ is a maximum as in Fig.
7~a!, there will be a net flux of electrons moving toward th
left, as depicted schematically by the gray arrows. Hal
period later~c!, when j̇ is a minimum, the direction of ne
flux will have reversed. This oscillating flux is the origin o
the driving termutw in Eq. ~6a!.

The behavior illustrated in Fig. 7 yields thetotal oscil-
lating fluid velocity

utot~x2j!52v2~x!j̇, ~7!
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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wherev2(x) is the velocity of the boundingtrappedorbit of
the unperturbed waterbag distribution as defined in Fig. 1
Ref. 21. The velocityutot cannot contribute to the driving o
whistlers in its entirety, since it must also contribute to t
vibration of the tube itself. In other words

]xutot5]xutw1]xut5]xutw2] tnt , ~8!

wherent(x,t) is the electron density of the vibrating tub
which undergoes an approximately rigid displacement as
be inferred from the waterbag distributions in Fig. 7 up
integration overv. ~The rigidity approximation is also dis
cussed in Ref. 21.! The fluid velocity ut is thus related tont

through the continuity equation. A consequence of rigid d
sity displacement is that

] tnt~x2j!'2 j̇]xnt0~x!, ut~x2j!5nt0~x!j̇, ~9!

where

nt0~x!5v1~x!2v2~x!21 ~10!

is the the density of the unperturbed waterbag distributi
Here, v1(x) is the velocity of the boundingpassingorbits
defined in Fig. 1 of Ref. 21 and the last term on the right s
of ~10! is the contribution of the homogeneous neutralizi
ion background. Combining~7!–~10! yields

utw~x2j!52~v1~x!21!j̇. ~11!

Solving Eqs.~6! for Exw in terms ofutw , and using~11!
results in the following equation for resonant driving
whistlers by tube oscillations:

FIG. 7. Passing and trapped waterbag orbits in anx2vx cross section of a
phase-space tube at four times during a single vibration period. Progre
clockwise from top are snapshots when trapped orbit has respective
maximum upward, rightward, downward, and leftward displacement
phase space. The3 in each frame marks the centroid of the trapped orb
The gray arrows highlight the asymmetry in the electron flux near the ce
of the tube in the top and bottom panels.
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~v22vw
2 !Exw~xt!52v2vw

2 ~^v1&21!j, ~12!

where we have used the relationj̇52 ivj. Here,v is the
frequency of the tube vibration~nominally vv!. The follow-
ing approximations were used in deriving~12!: The forcing
term Ftw in ~6b! has been neglected since its influence
normally small compared to that ofutw in ~6a!. We also use
the fact that the parallel whistler wavelength is large co
pared to the width of the tube. Thus, the small displacem
j can be neglected so that bothx andx2j can be replaced
by the mean tube positionxt . We also replacev1 in ~11! by
its spatial averagêv1& in the periodic simulation domain
Note that̂ v1&21, which determines the strength of the co
pling, is positive definite, increases with the size of the ho
and varies asLx

21 . When Eq.~12! and Eq.~5! are combined
and solved forv, as in Ref. 21, there will be positive growt
(Im(v).0) providedvw and vv are sufficiently close to
one another.

D. Implications for VLF saucer generation

In order for the tube-whistler instability to be a viab
candidate as a source for VLF saucer generation, it is ne
sary that the whistlers can grow to a large amplitude wit
the&10 km range~parallel toB! implied by the saucer spec
tra. Consistency with this requirement cannot be ascerta
through periodic simulations alone. We can, however, c
struct a semiquantitative model for tube–whistler intera
tions in an open system.

If a whistler wave packet consisting of a narrow range
wave vectors were to interact with an ensemble of pha
space tubes, coupling should be maximal if the whistlers
tube vibrationsphase lockto one-another at a single fre
quency. If this locking occurs, the whistler wave packet w
undergo absolute growth in the frame of the tubes~i.e.,
dv/dk50!. If we assume a whistler growth rategw /ve

;1022 from the 2D PIC simulations19 together with a drift
velocity vd;23106 m s21 and plasma frequencyve;2.5
3105 s21 from FAST observations,12 an approximate
growth lengthlg5vd /gw;800 m is found. Thus, 10 km is
an adequate distance for over ten e-foldings of the instabi

Once the tubes have been broken up into small struct
perpendicular toB, the whistlers are free to propagate at th
linear group velocity. At this time, the multiple Fourier com
ponents presumed locked to a single frequency during lin
growth, which can span a range inki andk' , will decouple.
Thus, each mode will assume its linear frequency accord
to dispersion relation~1!, which is necessary to produce th
characteristic saucer spectrum.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The model developed in this paper consists of t
stages: First—as suggested by 1D open-bound
simulations—a double layer forms at the site of a dens
perturbation in a current-carrying auroral plasma. The g
eration of phase-space holes is a natural consequence o
double layer and, in fact, appear to play an important role
the development of the double layer itself. Second—as s
gested by 2D periodic simulations—phase-space tub

ing
its
n
.
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which are a generalization of phase-space holes in hig
dimensions, are subject to a kinking instability through co
pling to electrostatic whistlers, which are also driven u
stable through this process. These whistlers are potent
the source for observed VLF saucers. Of course, one ca
preclude alternative scenarios for saucer generation. For
ample, whistlers~and other oblique wave modes! might be
produced directly at the site of the double layer. Discrimin
tion between different theories necessarily awaits fut
simulations with the combined elements of our present sim
lations: Specifically, 2D open boundary simulations of su
cient spatial extent to allow production of phase space h
in conjunction with a double layer as well as subsequ
coupling to electrostatic whistlers. Whatever future stud
reveal, the mutual interactions of double layers, elect
phase-space holes, and electrostatic whistlers will likely
an important element.
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